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this is the first of the three issues of Prospect for 
2009. It is the first of two general issues, which 
will bring together articles on a wide variety of 
topics. In the third and last issue for 2009, the 
focus will be on language learning in the digital 
age, with articles from invited authors. teaching of 
english to speakers of other languages (tesol) 
practitioners and researchers continue to express a 
strong need to explore various aspects of research, 
theory and teaching practice, and, as co-editors, we 
welcome the opportunity to promote debate and 
discussion on this important topic.

this issue starts the year off with a number of 
interesting papers, some focusing on classroom 
methodologies and others examining broader 
aspects of the field including assessment, tesol 
teacher training and teacher beliefs about the use of 
first language in the second language classroom. 

the first article, by stephen Moore and 
Marian Hargreaves, explores issues relating to 
the development of an Assessment task Bank for 
the Adult Migrant english Program (AMeP) in 
Australia. the Assessment task Bank was developed 
to support a criterion-referenced national 
curriculum, and the paper outlines the processes 
involved in gathering, trialling, moderating and 
modifying assessment tasks. the paper looks at 
the significant ongoing challenges facing the 
Assessment task Bank and some possible strategies 
for maintaining this resource. 

the second article, by Jill Murray, also focuses 
on the Australian context and highlights the 
impact of competency-based training on tesol 
teacher-training courses. this paper critiques 
competency-based training and outlines the 
limitations of specifying outcomes for teacher 
training in a post-method era of second language 
teaching. Murray argues against the narrowness of 
competency-based training and argues for a viable 
alternative approach to the accreditation of tesol 
teacher-training courses.  

In the first of two articles in this issue that bring 
english-language teaching in china into focus, 
Yanan song investigates teacher beliefs about the 
use of first language (l1) in the second language 
classroom. starting with a survey of 61 teachers of 
english in a single university, the author explored 
teachers’ general attitudes towards the use of l1 
and how they believed it affected learners. she 

also asked them to consider the use of l1 in 
relation to various aspects of language learning, 
including grammar, vocabulary and translation. 
From the survey, two teachers who were positive 
towards the use of l1 and two other teachers 
who were negative about its use were identified. 
these teachers were observed in their classrooms 
over six lessons to see if there was consistency or 
inconsistency between stated beliefs and actual 
practice. 

the final two articles in this issue focus more 
directly on classroom methodology. seyyed-
Abdolhamid Mirhosseini promotes the use of 
dialogue Journal writing (dJw) as a way of 
providing diverse learning opportunities and 
teaching benefits in the english as a Foreign 
language writing classroom. the paper reviews 
other writing approaches and shows how the 
aims of these different approaches can be achieved 
through dJw, while at the same time providing 
opportunities for writing communication that is 
socially and personally meaningful.

through a close study of three learners, 
li Jingyan examines the popular chinese 
methodology of crazy english. the paper outlines 
the concepts, values and pedagogical practices 
of the method and explores how it builds and 
supports the learners’ motivation to learn english. 
through a warm-hearted exploration of the 
learners’ narratives, this paper challenges many 
preconceptions about methodology and the role of 
the classroom. 

this issue of Prospect concludes with two book 
reviews. the first, by stephanie claire, provides 
an overview of a book by J. c. wells entitled 
English intonation: An introduction. John Gaudin 
then describes and evaluates one of the increasing 
number of books on multimodality, J. A. Bateman’s 
Multimodality and genre: A foundation for the systematic 
analysis of multimodal documents.

As usual, we hope readers will enjoy reading the 
articles in this issue and we welcome feedback and 
comments. 

Anne Burns
Helen de Silva Joyce
Editors

Editorial
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Anne Burns is a Professor of linguistics in the 
department of linguistics, the former dean 
of division of linguistics and Psychology, and 
currently the director of the Applied linguistics 
and language in education (Alle) research 
centre at Macquarie University. she has published 
widely on second language teaching and learning, 
particularly in the areas of adult immigrant 
and refugee esl. More recently, she has been 
undertaking research with stephen Moore in the 
area of discourse analysis and english for  
specific purposes.

Stephanie Claire has worked in esl for more 
than 30 years in a range of roles including 
classroom teacher, materials designer, teacher 
trainer and researcher. she has lectured in 
phonology at several Australian universities and 
is co-author with Anne Burns of Clearly speaking: 
Pronunciation in action for teachers, a video resource 
kit on teaching pronunciation published by the 
AMeP research centre. 

Helen de Silva Joyce is the director of 
community and Migrant education in the 
new south wales department of education and 
training. she has been involved in adult language 
and literacy education for more than 25 years. 
In this field she has worked as a teacher, editor, 
manager and researcher. Her research interests 
are classroom management and the language and 
literacy demands of different work contexts.

Dr John Gaudin has degrees in history and law. 
He taught history at Macquarie University, and 
as a lawyer has provided legal and policy advice 
with an emphasis on information and privacy 
law. In 2007 he co-authored a school text on 
visual studies, Interpreting the visual, published by 
Phoenix education. He is currently studying the 
development and description of visual style.

Marian Hargreaves is the Assessment task Bank 
coordinator at the AMeP research centre.

Li Jingyan is a doctorate of education candidate 
at the University of Melbourne. Prior to her 
doctoral experience, she was an eFl teacher at 
Harbin Institute of technology in china. she has 
published extensively in chinese and english. Her 
research interests include eFl methodology and 
literary and cultural studies. 

Seyyed-Abdolhamid Mirhosseini is a Phd 
candidate in applied linguistics at tarbiat Modares 
University in tehran, Iran. He has been involved 
in language education at various levels for the past 
ten years and his research areas include critical 
approaches to language education and critical 
studies of language in society. His writing has 
appeared in journals including Applied Linguistics 
and Language, Culture and Curriculum.

Yanan Song is a lecturer of Applied linguistics 
at shanghai International studies University. she 
has been teaching english at tertiary institutions in 
china for more than seven years. Her major fields 
of research are language transfer, teacher beliefs, 
language learning and teaching.

Stephen Moore is a lecturer in linguistics and 
a member of the Alle research centre in the 
department of linguistics at Macquarie University. 
He teaches and researches across a broad range 
of subject areas, including pragmatics, discourse 
analysis, english for specific purposes, language 
assessment and language teacher education. In the 
1980s he trained and worked as an accountant  
in london.

Jill Murray is a lecturer in the department of 
linguistics at Macquarie University, where she 
teaches pragmatics, second language acquisition, 
testing and the social context of tesol. she holds 
Masters degrees from the University of new 
south wales and the University of sydney. she 
completed her Phd at Macquarie University in 
2000. Before coming to Macquarie University, Jill 
worked for more than two decades in eFl and esl 
teaching, and english and lote teacher education. 
As well as tesol, her research interests include 
teaching and applying pragmatics, particularly the 
area of metaphor. 




